Privacy Policy
Effective Date
22 September 2017
Introduction
This Privacy Policy relates to the iOS app RunZombieRun's integration with the Health app
in iOS.
Who We Are
We are an independent app developer based in Singapore. We can be contacted at
support@seesawapps.info
Information We Collect and Use
All data displayed in the app (distances, speed and pace, steps count, flights climbed) is
gathered from inbuilt parts of iPhone, mainly the motion coprocessor, via the CoreMotion
Framework. User's location data is gathered via the CoreLocation Framework with user's
permission. All data is for display in the app only and all data stays in the device as far as
the app is concerned. The app does not send any data out to any server within our control or
any third party servers. There are only 2 occasions where RunZombieRun sends out data:
(1) At the start of a run when it sends location data to Apple's server to retrieve the street
address of the starting point; (2) When users choose to share their selected routes of zombie
adventures with friends or on social media.
For integration with Health app, RunZombieRun only collates relevant data into workouts
and writes to Health app, with user's permission. RunZombieRun does not read from Health
app.
Disclosure and Transfer of Information
As explained in the previous section, RunZombieRun does not disclose or transfer any
information to anyone, other than writing collated data as workout to Health app, under
user's permission.
Enforcement
We regularly review our compliance with this Policy. Please feel free to direct any questions
or concerns regarding this Policy to support@seesawapps.info
Privacy Policy Updates
We may update this Privacy Policy from time to time without prior notice. You can determine
when this Policy was last revised by checking the Effective Date. We encourage you to
periodically review this privacy policy to ensure you understand our privacy practices.

